Safir
It’s more than a tent – it’s a home in your rucksack
Tentipi

Safir 7 cp and Safir 9 cp are in fact by far our most sold
models so it’s obvious that Safir’s extra air intakes and
world-class fabrics are highly appreciated by our customers.

● has its roots in Swedish Lapland – the homeland
of the Sami kåta

Safir is used by professionals in the most extreme
conditions – in ice fields, in storm force gales, on top of
glaciers or in blazing heat.

● stands for passion and expertise, especially when
it comes to Nordic tipis
● has three decades of experience as the worldleading manufacturer of Nordic tipis

Explorer Mikael Strandberg chose a Safir 7 cp for his
Siberia expedition. Mikael has been described as “the
best contemporary explorer in the world” by the Explorers
Club of London.

Key features
● Three rain-protected, mosquito-netted air intakes at bottom
edge of tent for optimum ventilation and smoke control
● Best quality fabrics. It is the relentless pursuit of the best
fabric – chosen for performance not price – that puts Safir
in a class of its own. The focus is especially on all aspects
of fabric strength, water repellency, the feel of the fabric,
and colour fastness. The differences are apparent when
comparing with other fabrics on the market
● Ventilator cap: double piece with six opening points,
controllable from inside the tent; integral chimney opening;
mosquito protection to top piece; tighter fitting by use of
fibreglass spacer rods
● Storm cords: with reflecting threads woven into the cords;
pre-tied and fitted with holders

● has several patents and design rights for its
original, ingenious design

Highly breathable and really strong cotton/polyester
fabric. As Cotpolmex C, but with better shape stability
and improved aesthetic appeal. To our knowledge, the
finest cotton/polyester fly fabric available globally.

One of the absolute strongest and finest lightweight
fabrics available on the tent market. Very light, waterproof
fabric manufactured from nylon 66. Ripstop reinforced,
silicone-coated on both sides and UV-protected.

Why people choose Tentipi®

Single-pole Nordic tipis

Because they think it is worthwhile
investing extra money in order to
get a superior product.
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● Use with open fire or stove
● Door: double-zip with integral mosquito protection

● cares about previous customers by always
striving to make new features also fit the older
models of tents.

Tentipi® Adventure

● Three minutes to erect
● Class-leading storm resistance

● views every Nordic tipi as a unique product and
gives it a personal ID to make it possible to track
its components and specific design

Non-breathable – Traillix Pro

● Mosquito protection sewn in to top edge of tent
● Reinforced edging for better wear resistance around bottom
edge of tent

● exposes every fifth tent to a full-scale rain test

Breathable – Cotpolmex Pro

● Advanced compression bag for tighter packing
● Enhanced floor fitting with toggle and ring arrangement

● cares so deeply about its products that it only
makes its Nordic tipis in its own fully-owned
factories

For extreme expeditions, challenging trekking, or a multitude of different
outdoor activities – Safir is perhaps the world’s most versatile tent for
people who need maximum performance and flexibility.
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Because they believe that Tentipi’s
sole focus and passion for Nordic
tipis give a better functioning and
more reliable Nordic tipi.
www.tentipi.com
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